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MATLAB Differential and Integral CalculusApress, 2014

	MATLAB is a high-level language and environment for numerical computation, visualization, and programming. Using MATLAB, you can analyze data, develop algorithms, and create models and applications. The language, tools, and built-in math functions enable you to explore multiple approaches and reach a solution faster than with spreadsheets or...
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Learning Android CanvasPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you want to create 2D graphics for Android from scratch, this book is the perfect guide. It covers all the angles of using Android Canvas with a step-by-step approach to give your apps the graphical edge.


	Overview

	
		Understand user interactions and respond to those actions
	
		Discover how to...
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Microsoft Excel Functions and Formulas: Excel 97--Excel 2003 (Wordware Applications Library)Wordware Publishing, 2006
Equipped with a variety of functions and easy to use, Microsoft Excel is the tool of choice when it comes to crunching numbers, building charts, and analyzing tables. But most users only scratch the surface of the program's functionality, especially the built-in formulas designed to make everyday operations and real-world tasks more efficient....
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Solar Variability and Planetary Climates (Space Sciences Series of ISSI)Springer, 2007

	This book provides an updated overview of the processes determining the influence of solar forcing on climate. It discusses in particular the most recent developments regarding the role of aerosols in the climate system and the new insights that could be gained from the investigation of terrestrial climate analogues. The book’s...
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Lasers in the Preservation of Cultural Heritage: Principles and Applications (Optics and Optoelectronics)Taylor & Francis, 2006
The book … describes how laser parameters associated with cleaning are chosen and the physics involved in various surface ablation processes. Key conservation practices are also addressed, such as removal of black encrustation from stone, varnish from paintings, and the laser cleaning of metals and paper. It details the use and benefit of...
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The Coaching Secret: How to be an exceptional coachFT Press, 2010

	Coaching as a field has mushroomed in recent years. Thousands of new coaches enter the field after only completing short and superficial training programmes. The problem with this is that coaching is not i) something you can simply learn in a short programme ii) a superficial practice.


	The books available on coaching tend to just...
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Advancement of Optical Methods in Experimental Mechanics, Volume 3Springer, 2013

	Advancement of Optical Methods in Experimental Mechanics: Proceedings of the 2013 Annual Conference on Experimental and Applied Mechanics, the third volume of eight from the Conference, brings together contributions to this important area of research and engineering.  The collection presents early findings and case studies...
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Improvement Measures of Urban Thermal Environment (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2015

	Maximizing readers’ insights into urban and architectural environmental planning with consideration for the thermal environment, this work highlights how various urban heat-island strategies have been developed and their effectiveness in urban areas. Specific measures to combat the urban heat-island phenomenon, including improvement of...
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Proceedings of the Tiangong-2 Remote Sensing Application Conference: Technology, Method and Application (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2018

	This book gathers a selection of peer-reviewed papers presented at the Tiangong-2 Data Utilization Conference, which was held in Beijing, China, in December 2018. As the first space laboratory in China, Tiangong-2 carries 3 new types of remote sensing payloads – the Wide-band Imaging Spectrometer (WIS), Three-dimensional Imaging...
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Water Dynamics in Plant ProductionCABI Publishing, 2003


	The source of life is water. Life began in the

	oceans, which represent the largest stock of water

	on Earth. Much less water is stored below the land

	surface in the form of fresh groundwater, amounting

	to not quite 0.8% of the earth’s total water

	reserves, while lakes and rivers combined only

	contribute a further...
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Experiments in the Machine Interpretation of Visual MotionMIT Press, 1990

	If robots are to act intelligently in everyday environments, they must have a perception of motion and its consequences. This book describes experimental advances made in the interpretation of visual motion over the last few years that have moved researchers closer to emulating the way in which we recover information about the surrounding...
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RFID Handbook: Fundamentals and Applications in Contactless Smart Cards and Identification 2nd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Developments in RFID (Radio-Frequency Identification) are yielding larger memory capacities, wider reading ranges and quicker processing, making it one of fastest growing sectors of the radio technology industry.
RFID has become indispensable in a wide range of automated data capture and identification applications, from ticketing and access...
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